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Abstract. The migration to a Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) is a complex 

undertaking in terms of aligning business and IT concerns as well as analysis of 

technical aspects. Conceptual modeling can be helpful for supporting SOA 

migration by (1) bridging the gap between business and IT concerns, and (2) 

analyzing the as-is and to-be IT infrastructures. We contribute language 

requirements derived from SOA migration literature, and extend an IT 

infrastructure Modeling Language, ITML, to support SOA migration. We 

illustrate the extended ITML with a documented SOA migration case. 
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1 Introduction 

Since its emergence and subsequent mainstream acceptance during the early 2000s      

[1, p. 75], adopting a Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) remains an important 

concern for many organizations [2, 3]. Service orientation (ideally) fosters 

organizational flexibility and agility by promoting (1) re-use of the functionality 

offered by services [5], (2) modifiability of (IT) functionality, which is realized by 

loose coupling [6, p. 64].  

Successfully migrating an organization towards service orientation has however 

proven challenging [7, 8]. Conceptual modeling has the potential to play an important 

role in supporting SOA migration, in particular to foster (1) communication between 

business experts and IT experts [10], so as to ensure that IT functionality is driven by 

business concerns and vice versa; (2) to perform an in-depth analysis of the as-is and 

to-be IT elements [9, 11] so as to, e.g., identify functionality of legacy systems in 

need of wrapping [11]. Although various modeling languages exist that allow for 

expressing service orientation from various angles (cf. [12–14]), these languages 

often on purpose forgo the level of detail that is required in analysis of an IT 

infrastructure for the needs of SOA. 

In order to address this gap, we focus on the following question: What should be 

the scope and characteristics of a modeling language able to support SOA migration 

projects? To address it, we first identify a set of requirements based on the analysis of 

SOA migration literature and of characteristics of SOA migration projects and then, 

extend an already existing modeling language, namely ITML [4], to account for 

missing aspects. The proposed extensions have been evaluated against the 

requirements and with an extensively documented SOA example. 
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2 Modeling Support for SOA Migration: Requirements 

‘Migration’ is usually understood as moving an existing operational system to a new 

technological or computing platform, while retaining the data and functionalities of 

the moved system (cf. [15]). SOA migration projects requires knowing at least the as-

is and to-be states of the IT infrastructure and how these support business concerns 

(cf. [9, 11]). 

Table 1. Requirements on a conceptual modeling language supporting SOA migration 

RQ Requirement and Candidate Concepts 

I Requirements For As-Is Models 

1 The modeling language should allow for expressing IT landscape elements.  
Candidate concepts: Database, Database management system, Middleware, Server 

2 The modeling language should allow for expressing the dependencies between IT landscape  

elements. Candidate concepts: uses, provides, runs on 

3 The modeling language should account for non-functional properties of legacy systems. 

Candidate concepts: mission criticality, source code availability, impl. lang., code complexity 

II Requirements For To-Be Models 

4 A modeling language should provide dedicated concepts that allow to model a service and its  

relevant types. Candidate concepts: Service, WebService, Interface 

5 The modeling language should allow for relating a service to its underlying implementation, in 
accordance with the migration strategy. Candidate concepts: Wrapper, provides, runs on, uses 

6 The modeling language should account for quality attributes of service oriented concepts. 

Candidate concepts: various QoS characteristics 

Overall Requirements 

7 The modeling language should allow for expressing dependencies between the IT landscape and  

the organization action system. Candidate concepts: supports, context of use 

 

The as-is state usually encompasses information about legacy systems. Legacy 

systems are systems that are usually hard to modify and expensive to maintain. 

However, at the same time these systems are often mission-critical and thus, must be 

operational at all times [9]. The to-be state reflects the service oriented design of the 

architecture. As understanding the as-is and to-be states is important for carrying out 

the migration, the aim of the modeling language should be to: (1) provide knowledge 

on the current state of the IT infrastructure with the focus on legacy systems (cf. RQ1 

& RQ3) and (2) express the to-be state of the service orientation and reflect the 

changes that should be performed following the selected migration strategy (cf. RQ4). 

For the as-is and to-be state IT infrastructure, we are interested in expressing the 

observable functionality of IT infrastructure elements, which translates into the 

requirements: IT infrastructure elements (RQ1) and their interdependencies (RQ2). 

Furthermore, for any meaningful analysis of the possible behavior of IT 

infrastructure elements we need to analyze non-functional attributes [11] (RQ3).  

Concerning the to-be IT landscape, the language should provide (rudimentary) 

expressiveness for service orientation. This entails to (1) express services and related 

subtypes, in addition to their quality attributes, through the language (RQ4), as well as 

to (2) relate these services to elements of the IT infrastructure (RQ5). The latter 
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relation is important for the aim of the language: to analyze how an IT infrastructure 

should be changed to realize the functionality offered by a service. 

In addition, SOA migration should be considered from both an IT infrastructure 

and a business perspective (cf. RQ7). Business processes largely drive what is 

implemented in terms of IT support [8, 16], and vice versa. 

3 Extended ITML 

We now briefly illustrate SOA extensions of our language, called the extended IT 

Modeling Language (ITML), which is based on [4]. For illustration purposes, in 

Fig. 1 we modeled a to-be SOA of the ACME insurance company [6, pp. 541–578]. 

We focus on three features of extended ITML, illustrated by the labels 1-3 (cf. Fig. 1). 

 

 

Figure 1 ACME insurance’s desired service orientation, modeled in ITML 
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Extended ITML allows for (1) expressing, when used in tandem with the other 

MEMO languages [17], how IT functionality supports business processes (cf. RQ7). 

E.g., the web services “policy management service” and “driver management service” 

both support – Label 1 – the business process “underwrite the quote” (with 

relevance:high), (2) expressing non-functional attributes (RQ3&RQ6), such as – 

Label 2 – the necessity of a web service to support asynchronous communication, as 

well as a wrapper supporting bi-directional communication, and (3) inventorying 

relevant IT infrastructure assets and their relations (cf. RQ1&RQ2&RQ5), such as – 

Label 3 - the desire to keep using legacy bulk transaction processing functionality via 

a wrapper. 
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